PRESS RELEASE
A9C Capital joins the Middle East Renewable Energy
Forum (MEREF)
A9C Capital proud to serve alongside some of the world’s most reputable companies
in promoting Renewable Energy across countries of the Middle East
MANAMA, BAHRAIN, DECEMBER 19, 2009:
A9C Capital today joined the Middle East Renewable Energy Forum (MEREF) as a corporate
participant, strengthening the forum’s network business consultancy and technology advisory
for renewable energy applications. Established in 2009 by the sponsors Latham & Watkins,
bp solar, bp hydrogenpower and Conergy, MEREF has already succeeded in attracting a
range of high-profile local and global institutions involved in various areas of the renewable
energy field. The activities of the forum range from supporting local governments in their
efforts to implement efficient renewable energy frameworks to promoting investments in
related technology and companies.

Background and contact
Middle East Renewable Energy Forum (MEREF)
MEREF is a non-profit organization of leading local and international institutions with the
mission of establishing a leading forum for companies and government entities focused on
renewable and low carbon energy in the Middle East in four key areas: CCS, solar, wind, and
biomass. The initiative supports governments in the region with developing policies and
regulatory frameworks that support renewable and low carbon energy activities. Please see
www.meref.net.
A9C Capital Business Consultants & Technology Advisors
A9C Capital is one of the leading technology investment and consulting company in the
Middle East and serves Middle East clients as the gateway to Private Equity investments in
technology companies worldwide with a focus on Europe. In terms of technology, the
company is focused on Information and Communication Technology, Aerospace, Logistics
and Transportation, New Materials and Processes, Energy and Clean Technology, and
Multimedia Technology. Please see www.a9c.com.
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For further information please contact:
Prof. Dr. Bernd J. Hoefer
Chairman & CEO

A9C Capital Business Consultants & Technology Advisors
Almoayyed Tower, 21st floor
P.O. Box 18259, Manama
Kingdom of Bahrain

Phone +973 17 567991
bernd.hoefer@a9c-capital.com
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